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General Notes.
The numerous letters received by this department con
cerning. the cultivation and management of evergreens, in
dicate that considerable interest is being taken by planters
in the subject. This bulletin is a summary of the experi
ments with evergreens at this Station the past nineteen years,
together with the experience of planters in othe� parts of the
state. The object of this is to enable beginners to profit by
the experience of others who have made an effort to beautify
their home surroundings by planting evergreens on the lawn
for ornament, or to .secure protection from surface winds weep
by planting wind breaks.
The word "evergreen" is somewhat misleading as some
members of the evergreen family drop their leaves in winter,
while some plants that retain their leaves during the winter
are not members of the great evergreen family. The word
"conifer," which mean� cone-bearer, is a better term. The
conifene or cone-bearers are by far the most important family
of forest trees. Fot example, what would our lumbermen in
the west have done· without the White Pine? What would
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the lumbermen of Europe have done without the Scotch.
Pine? The great majority of conifers are native of the tem
perate zone, only a few being tropical or sub-tropical. The
conifers number about three hundred species divided into
nearly forty genera. The North American flora contain not
less than one hundred species and sub-species, the largest
variety being found on the Pacific coast. In addition there
are at least four hundred nurserymen's varieties selected
mainly for their ornamental value.
As we look back over the history of conifer cultivation in
America we must admit that we have neglected our native
species, which are inferior to none, for imported species.
For example, the Norway spruce and the Scotch pine have
been planted more extensively than any other conifers; this
is mainly because the seed is obtainable at low prices from
western Europe where it is picked up in the forest by cheap
labor as a waste product.
Our valuable native western evergreens have been like
prophets, "not without honor save in their own country."
Some of them are more popular in Europe than in America.
The common evergreens of western Eur9pe have been found
valuable in our eastern states, but the further northwest their
cultivation extended on our prairies, the more uncertain is
their behavior . The same may be said of our native eastern
evergreens ; while perfectly hardy in swamps, moist soils
and protected localities even far northward, they fail on the
windswept prairies. On the other hand, some evergreens,
such as the native pine and spruce of the Black Hills, or the
red cedar on high dry bluffs along the Cheyenne river west of
the Missouri river, are found making vigorous growth in
dry soil and the most exposed situations. It is time that
these general principles were well understood by planters,
as the multitude of failures in the past from a disregard of
these rules have caused much disappoint_ment and the loss
of many thousands of dollars. In addition, evergreens have
certain peculiarities which planters must l�arn before they

can expect success.
Nurserymen and others who have
learned these characteristics transplant evergreens with about
as much success as they do Cottonwoods or Willows.
It is scarcely necessary to discuss the great desirability of
having prairie homes sheltered 'by evergreens.
Suffice
it to say that a windbreak of evergreens will add to the value
of the farm immensely more than they have cost, and the
cheering effect of the green foliage every day of the year,
with the grateful protection afforded from wintry blasts,
will add immensely to the comfort of the homes upon our
windswept but fertile prairies.

Transplanting.
Sometimes evergreens are planted in the fall. This is
usually due to the efforts of irresponsible agents who sell
evergreens for fall delivery. It is a waste of time and money
in this climate. Reliable northwestern nurserymen never
sell evergreens for fall delivery. This lack of success with
fall planting of conifers is due mainly to the drying winter
winds, the trees not being able to make new root growth
until the following spring.
About ten years ago it became necessary to clear a block
of Ponderosa pines in the fall. Seven thousand of these trees,
which were about two feet in height, were donated to the
department to test the matter of heeling in the trees care
fully, in a protected place with lath screens over during the
winter. The following spring these trees were carefully
planted in the usual ma.nner in a plantation intermingled
with aspen and other trees. Very few of these pines lived.
So few, in fact, that it would have saved time and money to
have burned them in autumn instead of heeling them in.
THE BEST TIME TO TRANSPLANT EVERGREENS. -The
best time to transplant evergreens is when the buds
are beginning to swell in the spring. This means that they
can ordinarily be handled a little later than the deciduous
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trees, such as cottonwood, willow and maple, which start in
growth earlier. It is too late to transplant evergreens when
the young shoots have appeared and are still soft, as there
is an extra drain on the roots for moisture at this time. If
evergreens must be moved late the work should be deferred
until the young shoots have hardened and the terminal buds
have formed. It is possible then .to move evergreens of con
siderable size if a large ball of earth is preserved intact about
the roots; this, of course, 1rteans that the method is practic
able for short distance removals only. A favorite method of
moving large specimen ev�rgreens for. the lawn is with a
frozen ball of earth in late winter ; such trees may be moved
on a stone-boat and are ready for vigorous growth when the
season opens. It should be remembered also that evergreens
are among the class of trees which derive benefit by sym
biotic relationships with the lower forms of plant life, thus
enabling them to derive more food from the humus in
the soil. Hence retaining some of the earth on the roots in
transplanting is a great advantage to the trees in becoming
established in their new home.
To fully understand the principles involved in transplant
ing evergreens, take a piece of rosin and leave it for an in
definite time in a pail of water. Of course yon will say that
this experiment is useless because every one knows the rosin
would not dissolve to any appreciable extent. Now remem
ber, if you please, that rosin comes from the sap of ever
greens and that the sap is resinous throughout. This is the
first fact about evergreens that must be learned.
Another
fact of equal importance that must be remembered is that
the leaves are steadily at work in the process of transpiration
and hence the roots must be placed in intimate contact with
moist soil as soon as possible.
Evergreens are easily transplanted, if it is properly done,
but an evergreen out of the soil is like a fish out of water
and can be killed in about as short a time. A few moments
exposure of the roots to our drying sun and wind· will dry
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the resinous sap, so that any amount of soaking will be of
no avail afterwards. The trees may look fresh and green
for a time, but will be dead in spite of their appearance. The
mellow earth should be made very firm about the roots, care
being taken that no caves or hollow places are left to dry out.
In the nurseries in transplanting large numbers of evergreens,
a tamper, larger than those used in setting fence posts, is
. used to firm the earth about the roots; but/ precaution is
always taken to have loose earth on top to prevent baking.
For a few trees on a lawn, the mellow earth can be poked i�
among the roots with the fingers protected by heavy gloves
and a blunt stick; in firming the soil use the heel rather than
the ball of the foot, as much more effective work can be done.
If the soil is wet, no tamping must be done, as that would
puddle it and cause it to bake very hard. A little water
may be used until the hole is about half full, but care must
be taken to leave the earth loose on top. In nursery plant
ing on a large scale, water is very rarely used, it' being found
much better to plant when the soil is moist and tamp firmly.
If there is any clay or mud partly dried on the roots when
the trees are received, care should be taken to wash thjs off,
or at least to thoroughly wet it before planting. In shipping
evergreens, it is a common practice in nurseries to dip the
roots in thin mud, preferably clay, before shipping. This
'puddling" helps to retain moisture on the roots. The roots
are well packed in moss and tight packing insured by a
cleat across the box, permitting more freedom for the leafy
top to prevent heating; in addition to this, sufficient holes
are bored in the sides to permit free access of air to the leaves.
When the trees are received from the nursery unpack at
once, wash off or thoroughly wet the "puddled" earth on the·
roots to give them a chance to begin work.
If not
ready to plant immediately, the trees should .be heele d-in in
a sheltered an9- shaded place. By this is meant that a trench
with sloping sides is dug deep enough so the roots are cov
ered entirely with-moist earth and the tops left free. The
1
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foliage must not be wet any more than can be avoided. Wet
leaves become spattered with mud which soon dries, pre
venting the leaves from performing their functions and
causing them to turn yellow. It is a common rule in nursery
practice iri handling conifers, never to wet the leaves if it
can be avoided.
When ready to plant, a few trees are taken at a time and
the roots kept moist in a pail with water in the bottom and
planted without delay. Young evergreens are usually set clear
"up to the chin" in transplanting; by this is meant to set
them in up to where the side branches begin.· Large ever
greens may need staking at first until well established. Do
not take too many trees at a time; they must never be left
even for a moment on top of the ground exposed to drying
winds. If possible, do the work on a cloudy day. Do not
dig more than two or three holes ahead of planting 3.S the
earth must be moist. Remember always the two main prin
ciples already mentioned: (r)
The sap of conifers is
resinous; (2) Conifers are always in leaf. Hence the tree
must be put where it can begin work again with as little
delay as possible. In this respect it differs from deciduous
trees which are dormant during part of the year.
TRANSPLANTING EVERGREENS WITH BALLS OF EARTH.
The great advantage gained in transplanting evergreens
when the earth is retained on the roots has led nurserymen
to supply the demand for evergreens handled in this manner.
Some do the work at the nursery by planting evergreens into
boxes, tubs or baskets while others retain the ball of earth
in place by sewing it up in burlap. The latter method is
more adapted .for such trees. as spruces which have an abun
dance of fibrous . roots than for pines which have a more
meager root system. Of course such trees are expensive
and hence adapted for lawn specimens only. However, in
transplanting large specimens, for immediate effect, it is
especially desirable to retain the earth on the roots.
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Cultivation.
After planting the soil must be kept mellow by frequent
cultivation. The "dust mulch" is especially necessary with
evergreens. By "dust mulch" is meant a layer of · 1oose
earth made by constant stirring of the soil all through the
growing season. This prevents baking of the soil and the escape
of moisture. The drier the season, the great€r the necessity
for frequent cultivation. Many people make a mistake by
mulching young trees heavily and doing no cultivating. It
must be remembered that the roots need air as well as mois
ture, and that the best mulch i� the ''dust mulch." Where
frequent stirring of the soil is impracticable or inconvenient;
such, for instance, in the case of large trees on the lawn, a
· mulch of old hay, leaves, well rotted stable litter or similar
non-heating material may be applied. Bright straw reflects.
the sun and favors burning of the leaves. But the mulch must
be removed at intervals and the ground stirred thoroughly
with a hoe or light spade. Soil that is left undisturbed all
summer under a mulch will often bake very hard, especially
in a dry season.
When dry weather comes on in July and August it may
be necessary to water evergreens, especially for the first two
or three years after transplanting, because the soil dries down
deeper than the roots extend.
After several years the roots will have extended down to
permanent moisture and can take better care of themselves.
If watering becomes necessary, do not water every day as
that is the best and surest way to kill them, but water at
intervals of a few days and then give the ground a good soak
ing. Just before the ground freezes in autumn it is espec
ially desirable to wet the roots very thoroughly as it pre
vents the drying out by winter winds. This process of win
ter dessication is very trying on all trees and shrubs, but
especially on evergreens, as they have foliage all winter
while the roots are ice-bound. Hence it pays to protect an
evergreen windbreak by several rows of cheaper trees, such

as willows, as breaking- the wind means lessened evaporation.
Test this matter for yourself by hanging out a family wash
ing in two places, part out in the open where fuHy exposed
to the wind and part in some place where the wind is cut off
or much broken. In which place will the clothes dry- first?
The statement is sometimes made that our dry winter winds
will take the moisture from our fence posts. Examine the
young shoots of as many kinds of trees as you can 'in early
spring for any indication of shrivelling of the bark.
Com
pare this to their appearance later, after the abundant spring
rains. The twigs will be found plump and the shr._ivelled
condition has disappeared. After a dry, qpen winter, nurs
erymen do not like to dig trees too early before the spring
rains have restored the twigs and young shoots to their nor
mal condition.

Pruning.
It is natural for evergreens to make their main growth by
one central leader with side branches symmetrically arranged.
When by some accident the leader is destroyed, a struggle
ensues in the next lower whorl as to which is to be the
leader. It often happens that two or more branches receive
a nearly equal proportion of the flow of sap so that the sym
metry of the tree is ruined. The planter should decide for
himself which shoot should be selected for the new leader
and by bending it upwards carefully and tying to the stub
it will soon take the lead; the rivals are pinched. back if it ·
is found necessary. A good rule for pruning evergreens in
general is to prune early to promote growth and prune late
to chec�. growth. By early. pruning is meant early in the
spring where it is necessary to improve an uneven evergreen
hedge. But avoid pruning below live foliage as conifers do
not break easily from old wood. In midsummer shoots that
are getting an undue advantage over their neighbors are
checked by a light pinching. Often removal of the terminal
hud is sufficient. It is a mistake to prune an evergreen

hedge in the fall or winter as the removal of outside limbs
exposes the weaker inner branches which have not accustomed
themselves to open exposure and consequet.itly are less hardy.
Such injury is sometimes seen when an evergre�n group which
has become too close is thinned out.
One of the chief beauties of evergreens is lost when' the
· trees are deprived of their lower branches. The limbs should
be left intact from the ground up so that the symmetry and
beauty of the trees are not marred or ruined .
Propagation From Seed.
Frequently inquiries are received at this department for
information as to the best methods of raising evergreens from
seed. I do not advise amateurs to attempt growing evergreens
from seed with the expectation of making a success of it.
Even few of the nurseryrµen attempt to do the work as it is
a business that has gone more and more into the hands of
specialists. It is comparatively easy to get the seed to ger
minate under lath or brush screens which shade off about
half of the sunlight. But the seedlings are inclined to
"damp off'' before the second or third set of leaves are formed.
By this is meant the moulding or decaying of the young
seedlings at the surface of the gro�O:a.
The trouble is
especially. prevalent soon after the young seedlings appear
above the. ground and suffer from lack of moisture and in ex
cessively rainy weather followed by bright sunlight. It is
prevented by sowing dry sand among the seedlings to abso-rb
the surplus moisture, sometimes by removing part of the
shade until the beds dry out, and in drouthy spells by judi
cious watering.
The seed is sown in beds four feet wide. The soil should ·
be well drained and quite sandy. If only black soil is avail
able, considerable sand should be mixed in with the · top
layers of soil. Early in May the seeds are sown broadcast
about four seeds to the square inch and covered lightly with
very sandy soil. The beds are made four feet wide and pro-
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tected by boards one foot long set on edge along the sides
and held in place by �takes. This stops surface windsweep.
The bed is protected by screens made of lath which are bet
ter than brush as the shading is more uniform. The lath
screens are made so that the spaces between are the width of
a lath, thus giving half shade to the young seedlings. The
seed is pressed into the soil with the back of a spade and cov
ered very lightly with sand. In nurseries where the work is
done on a large scale, the lath is placed on framework high
=nough to walk under, or covered with brush instead of lath.
In some experiments at this Station the lath screens have
been found more efficient especially in dry windy springs,
by being covered with very thin white muslin at first� The
advantage of the lath screens is that they can be readily re
moved in cloudy weather when the seedlings should have
more light. The first year the young seedlings make a
growth of not more than two or three inches and are pro
tected over winter by a light covering of straw or leaves.
The second year the seedlings make a growth of two to four
inches. In the spring of the second year the seedlings must
be transplanted to beds.
Nursery-Grown vs. Forest Seedlings.
The seedlings are either grown from seed in the nursery or dng
in the forest. Although the nursery-grown seedlings usually
cost more, they are much better adapted to prairie conditions
than the seedlings which have come up in the shade and
shelter of the forests. Furthermore, the nursery plants have
more fibrous roots because they are transplanted at two years
of age into beds and later into nursery rows, while the forest
plants have formed tap-roots and are transplanted with
greater difficulty. However, forest seedlings are planted
la rgely by nurserymen and others who have learned the art
of gradually adapting them to the prairie sun and air. This
gradual hardening is accomplished by shading the seedlings
the first two years with brush or lath screens in much the
same manner as for seed beds. The forest seedlings should
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not be too old, 6 to I O inch seedlings are much better than
· larger ones. A cheap screen for beds 4 to 8 feet wide, is
made of brush resting on a framework made of strips nailed
on 2 x 4 s with posts along the sides so that the shade is raised
two feet above the surface. Another method is to have the
beds 8 to I O feet wide with a narrow walk through the
center through which runs a row of posts supporting a ridge
pole. Branches of cotton wood and other brush are fastened
to this ridge-pole by wires or twine, thus makfog a long
tent-shaped arbor. The shade is gradually removed as
the plants become accustomed to the air and sun.
The busy prairie planter will probably prefer to leave
this task to his nearest nurseryman who makes a specialty
of such work and buy the young seedlings all ready for plant
ing into permanent positions.
A safe rule is to order twice transplanted nursery grown
seedlings from one to two feet in height.
The seedlings
one foot in height when planted, with proper care will soon
outstrip those much larger and set out at the same time and
they are easier transplanted. But if the trees are too small
when received they will need to go into nursery beds as al
ready described, from which they can be removed when
large enough with earth adhering to the roots at the most
favorable time for transplanting.
Management of Young Seedlings.
Evergreen seedlings, when two years old, are from four to
six inches in height. For a large lot of trees it will pay ,_to
buy two-year seedlings and plant them in beds for about two
years, by which time they are ready for transpfanting to per
manent places in a tree plantation.
These small seedlings
are from four to six inches in height and are planted most
conveniently in beds eight feet wide. A board a foot wide
is placed across the bed and serves as support for the planter.
The trench is opened up along tne edge of the board with a
spade, the young seedlings set four to six inches apart along

the perpendicular side of the trench and the earth firmed
with the hand, the object being to get the mellow earth in
firm contact with the roots. The hole is now filled level
full and the board taken up and put on the other side of the
- row of seedlings which has just been planted, and the pro
cess repeated.
When the work is done the seedlings will be planted in
the bed -very accurately. Cultivation is done with a sharp
hoe. It is usually necessary to shade the evergreen seed, lings the first year, although in the case of the Black Hills
and Jack pines it is not found necessary, as they stand the
sun better than any other evergreen. When the seedlings
are about a foot in height they can be transplanted to their
permanent position, advantage being taken of a favorable
time for the work. The best time for transplanting is in
the spring just before the pine buds begin to start.
If it is desired to get the seedlings larger in size before
transplanting to a permanent position, it is necessary to trans
plant them about every other year in nursery row after they
leave the bed. If this is not done the tap-roots, especiall y of
the pines, are formed and when finally removed there are no
fibrous roots to hold the earth in transplanting. To state
the case briefly, the first six or ten - years in the life of an
evergreen the growth is very slow and special care is needed
to keep them from the enemies, the weeds. Hence most
people will prefer to buy their evergreens of their nearest
reliable nurseryman, who has evergreens in beds or nursery
row ready for their permanent place.
However,- many
planters have found it economical to buy two or three thous
and seedling e�ergreens two years old direct from· the seed
bed, and plant them in beds with the aid of a board as above
described. In two years they will have some trees ready for
permanent places while the smaller ones are transplanted in
nursery row or re-set in other beds if too small for nursery
row. Some evergreens, such as the spruce, are so slow at
first that it is ten years before they_ are of suitable size for the
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la wn or for he dges and windbrea ks . But after an eve rgreen
has attained a height of three feet the growth is very much
more rapid and with proper ca re there will be no complaint
as to slo w gro wth at least in the case of pines. Some will
say that t wo or three thousand young seedlings are too many
to start with . It must be remembered that this makes
allo wance for accidents and early mortality. Furthermore ,
evergreens shoul d be planted in quantity by the hundred,
rather t?an by the half · dozen.
Winter-Killing.
Ordinary winters do not give us accurate ideas as to the .
relative hardiness of e vergreens. Species of far southern
origin of course are killed even by mild winters , but with
those of more northern origin we must wait for the occasional
test- winters before passing final. judgment. The term "hard
iness" as ordinarily used means ability to resist cold ; but in
reality it includes many factors, such as resistance to drouth,
open e xposure , drying winds and intense sunlight , and ·
a daptability to prairie soils ; in fact, to say that a plant is
hardy in any locality means the ability to succeed under the
ordinary environment as to climate, soil and method of cul
tivation , of that region .
A . Norby, of Madison , S. D., writes as follo ws on the winter-killing of young evergreens :
"Test winters , as before mentioned, the winter of 1 894-5
was specially trying on evergreens. Then 7 5 per cent
of two-foot re d pines went out , and about 2 5 per cent of the
young ponderosa (Black Hills ) pine. Six to 1 8-inch white
spruce also killed more or less, while the blue spruce came
out fine as usual.
"The exceptionally cold · 'Yinter of 1 898-9, damaged the
red, Austrian and Scotch _ pines in color , and balsam firs and
white spruce also discolored and ceda rs killed back some.
Black Hills an d blue sp ruce escaped any visible iniury. .
"And now the last winter (1 905-6) proved the most dis-
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astrous to cedars and young white spruce and Scotch pines,
large or small, ever experienced.
Blue and Black Hills
spruce, bright as ever, and small ponderosa pines in nursery
rows out from any protection, came through exceptionally fine
with no loss at all. Same can be said of th e Douglas spruce.
_ The balsam fir also escaped much injury. "

Snow-traps and Windbreaks.
It is a matter of common observation that snow will lodge
on the leeward side of a fence, hedge or other o bsfacle to the
wind. Hence �any planters on the open prairies of the
northwest have found that a windbreak too close to the
buildings will cause the snow-drifts to lodge about them.
This undesirable condition is prevented by planting a hedge
of willows or other cheap trees that can be k�pt low and
bushy, six to eight rods on the windward side of the main
windbreak, by leavin g an open space between. This forms
what is called a snow-trap in which the snow-drifts lodge.
This open space can b� utilized for raising vegetables during
the summer or it may be seeded down and cut for hay.
When evergreens are planted too close together, the lower
branches will soon die for want of light. If the remaining
stumps are too long to heal over for some years, they become
covered by the layers of new wood, thus forming knots in
the timber. It is interesting to go into a forest and note
this struggle for life among the lower branches.
Nature's method of pruning certainly makes good straight
timber, but for windbreaks it is undesirable because the loss
of lower limbs permits unobstructed windsweep right where
it is most desirable to stop it.
In our older sister states examples of such "windbreaks on
stilts" may be seen. To obviate this difficulty the evergreens
in a windbreak should not be planted too near each other.
The rows especially should not be too close together, and
the rows should "break joints' ' so that -the trees of one row
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alternate with those in the next row. A single row of pines,
for example, with trees ten or twelve feet apart, and abun
dant room ·on either side, will retain their lower limbs in
definitely, while if several rows are set too close the l ower
limbs will soon be crowded out and the best part of the wind
break will be up too high.
But a single row may be considered inadequate as it does
not provide for the accidental loss of a tree 1 hence for pines,
rows at least twenty feet apart with trees ten feet apart will
provide for some years of growth, and further apart will be
still better. However, closer planting in the row is all right
if the planter has the courage to thin out the superfluous trees
promptly before they crowd in the least. But th·e thin
ning of evergreens, fruit trees, shrubs, and other plants set
too close at first, is usually neglected till it is too late.
Evergreens in the Black Hills ..

I

The magnificent forests of pine and spruce that cover the
Black Hills in the south-western part of South.Dakota are the .
glory of that region . Long ago the dark green evergreen
mantle of beauty which clothed these r.ocky summits caused
our predecessors, the Indians, to name them the Black Hills;
Hitherto, the diffi culty of access has made this picturesque
region more popular with Nebraskan's than with eastern
South Dakotans ; but the · new railroad lines now nearly
completed will make it easier o.f access.
After having
traveled extensively in three continents, Europe, Asia and
North America, the writer must say that in picturesque
beauty, some of the scenery in the Black Hills is the peer of
any, and eminently worthy of the artist's brush. More and
· more these wild fern and flower filled glens and rugged con
ifer-clad summits will attract the tourist and others in search
of health, rest, and bea_utiful scenery.
In a brief trip through the Hills in the summer of 1 904,
the writer saw much of the extensive pine and spruce for
ests but had no opportunity to take photographs. It is high
time for our prairie planters to realize th at we have a pine
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native of the highest an<i driest points of the Black Hills
that is wholly adapted to our open prairies, and also a spruce
that is perfectly hardy and valuable for lawn planting every
where in the state.
Plate r, the frontispiec_e of this bulletin, shows young
scattered specimens of the Black Hills pine growing on high
dry upland near Hot Springs in the southwest corner county
of the state.
The at'tention of the U. S. Forest Service has been di
rected to the Black Hills pine in recent years and much seed
has been collected by members of the Forest Service for
planting in government experiments in tree�planting in the
Sand Hill region of western Nebraska.
Some of our western nurserymen also have begun the
work of gathering and growing these -native South Dakota
conifers in preference to those coming from the mild moist
climate of western Europe; from the sheltered swamps of
northern Wisconsin and Minnesota ; from the balmy slopes
of the Pacific coast ; from the moisture-laden air of the
Atlantic coast or from the forests of the sunny south. In
the frequently occurring test winters, the influence of environ
ment acting through thousands of years makes itself mani
fest and only those inured to climates similar to ours will
remain to comfort the planter.
Geo. H. Whiting, Yankton , S. D., · who has made several
trips to the Black Hills, has told the State Horticultural
Society of finding the Black Hills pine in quantity on very
high dry points and that wherever the forest fires were
kept out the elevated plateaus soon become densely covered
with a young growth. It is a remarkable drouth-resistant
tree. Near Piedmont he found the Black Hills form of the
white spruce. In comparing the Black Hills spruce with
the saine species as found native in Wisconsin, Michigan,
and farther east, Mr. Whiting reports: ''This Black Hills
type is more of a stocky, sturdy grower and somewhat
slower in its growth. Its foliage is of 'a . darker shade and
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more inclined to bluish tints, in fact, sotpe of the speci
mens are decidedly blue, almost, if not quite as much so as
a good blue specimen of the Colorado Blue Spruce. They
certainly are better qualified to end�re our bright, ltot sun
and our dry western winds. This is perhaps due to the
fact that they have been grown there generation after gener
ation and nature has gradually fitted them for their surround
ings. " Mr. Whiting also finds that "it is a little slower in
growth, more stocky and sturdy, the needles are larger,
stiffer and of a darker color, and that the tree is more com
pact than the eastern White spruce. It is admirably equipped
for the western. prairies, easily transplanted, and altogether,
it is very desirable for the general planter."
Description of Varieties.
South Dakota is as yet in the early stages of its horticul
tural development; hence only a few of the many · species
and varieties of conifers in cultivation have been tested in
this state. It will be well for Dakota planters to remember
in. looking over nursery catalogues that a safe rule is not to
test evergreens native of regions with a much milder climate.
Planters will do wel l to confine their first plantings at least,
to the varieties recommended in the following list.
The
general reader will understand that the botanical or Latin
names following the common names are necessary to a full
understanding as to what is meant, the common names vary
ing widely in different sections of the country, and of the
world.
The Pines.
The pines are the most important group of conifers includ
ing over seventy species and six hundred varieties. . About
forty species are native to North America.
The pines have the needles arranged in sheaths from two
to five in a sheath. As a class they should be transplanted
in the early years of growth, as older specimens suffer from ·
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the earth dropping off the · roots in transplanting. This is
because of the few side or fibrous roots and the long tap root.
Black Hills Pine.
Black Hills Pine. (Pinus ponderosa scopulorum , Eng
elm. ). This western pine has many names, such as Rock
pine, Bull pine, Heavy-wooded pine, Western-yellow pine.
For Dakota the name, Black Hills pine, will be preferred
as it is the one species found native in this state. The
word ponderosa means heavy, referring to the heavy wood ;
and scopulorum, in the rocks or cliffs. The species Pinus
ponderosa is the largest and best of the far western pines,
attaining a height of 300 feet and a diameter of 1 5 feet.
Found native from British Columbia and Montana, south
to California and northern Mexico. It extends into
the Black Hills of South Dakota, and as found there and in
the adjacent mountain region of Montana is the variety
called scopulorum. This is the best of all pines for our ex
posed prairies. It is a handsome ornamental tree; dark green
leaves, three to six inches long, generally three in a sheath.
.
Planters have experienced some difficulty with it in tra ns
planting but its peculiarities are now better known. It must
be transplanted every year while in the nursery owing to its
remarkable root system. A long tap-root is formed from the
beginning, with comparatively few side-roots. Hence in
digging a tree that has stood several years without trans
planting, the most of the roots are lost as they have gone
deep down to water. This explains its remarkable power to
resist drought. If transplanted at one year of age in the
nursery, instead of waiting until two, it forms more fibrous
roots than when left undisturbed. Nurserymen find that no
shading is necessary in raising this conifer from seed.
Prof. Thomas A . Williams wrote in May, 1 895 : * "This is
the only pine found in the state. It reaches a fair size and
is a valuable timber tree. The leaves grow in clusters of
two or three and are from three to five inches in Ieng-th. T he
*Bulletin No. 43, Exp. Sta . , S. D.
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cones require two seasons to reach maturity, ripening m
autumn. This pine is very hardy. I n many places in the
west:. fine trees may be found growing in the poorest soil un
der the most adverse conditions of drought and exposure.
It is a promising tree for forest pl antations. It occurs
throughout the Black ·Hill s."
A . N orby, M adison, S. D., Lake county, east central, re
ports as follows on h is twenty years' experience with this
tree: " First among pines I would put the Bull or Black
Hil ls pine (Pinus fonderosa). I have a row of this on th e
top of a h ill, now averaging about twenty feet high, straigh t
and thrifty as a pine should grow. N ever have they showed
a dead limb or lost their leader. The color is a ligh t green
the year around. If you think i t too much work to cultivatt!
or even break the gro�nd, j ust stick it out on the sod, and i f
it starts the first season, it will come on and make a good
thrifty tree, showing that it does not mind drouthy spells or
sod bound sites like most other evergreens. Like all pine�,
it requires plenty of room an_d sunlight. Run�in g its roots
far and deep, it must be h andled right in the nursery to trans
plant well. The ponderosa is the only pine found in the
Black Hills and N ebrask a, where it occupies the dry table
lands in the northwestern portion, where it h as been growing
for ages past under the 1:nost adverse conditions." *
A. Norby, M adison, S . D. , wrote i n January, 1 904, as fol
lows : "We are fortunate in h av ing evergreens native of our
state�grand trees through centuries adj usted to conditions far
more trying to sylvan culture than this section, and admir
ably adapted for windbreaks.
"Look- at the ponderosa pine in its native h abitat in the
semi-arid region east of th e Black Hills, in this state and
N ebraska, where it extepds down to the rooth meridian .
Fine single specimens are found in the tough prairie sod and
groves cap the dry rocky h ills whe_r e a deciduous tree could
*Dakota Farmer, Feb.

1 5 , Aberdeen , 1907.
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not survive. In the Black Hills it is the only pine and the
main timber tree. Thirteen .years ago I obtained a handful
of Pz"n us ponderosa seed from Custer County, _ Montana,
which I planted.· Today the trees raised from that seed stan d
. fifteen to seventeen feet high, straight and thrifty. This
rate of growth I think is very satisfactory,· taking in consid
eration the fact that it takes a spruce or pine four to five
years to reach the first foot in heig�t. These trees stand on
high ground and have had ordinary cultivaJion until lately.
To test the drouth-resisting power of the ponderosa,
small trees were stuck out in the prairie about eight years
ago andileft to fight their own way as best they cot1ld. Of
nineteen trees put out, eighteen are alive today and are ap
parently looking well and satisfied with the site and situation.
The ponderosa transplant very satisfactorily as raised on our
fine mel low soil frequently transplanted or root-pruned, but
wildJplants generally fail. It is of value for ornament, the
very long leaves keeping the silvery green color all the year
around. "
Geo. H. Whiting, Yankton, S. D., writes :
"A strong,
. stocky and rapid grower. There is probably no pine in ex
istence that requires so little moisture or that will thrive so
well on high, dry, exposed situations: · At about the age
when the Scotch pine fails, the ponderosa pine begins to
show its value. It is very hard to transplant the small trees
from the woods, but nursery-grown trees that have been
transplanted at. one year old, handle quite successfully. "
H. C. Warner, Forestburg, S. D., reports under date· of
April 1 9, 1 907: "The ponderosa pine is looking well, but
have not had it long enough to be certain of its qualiti�s. "

Jack Pine.

\
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Jack Pine. (Pin

us divaricata, (Ait.)
Sudw. ).
The old
botanical nam e was
Pinus
Banksiana,
Lamb. This is also
called the Gray pine
and Northern Scrn b
pine. Leaves, two
in a sheath about r Yz
inches l ong . . . This
pi n e is easil y dis
tinguished by . its
habit of forming
several whorl s of
branches each year
on the new growth
instead of one whorl
as with other pines;
also its light, some
what yellowish , cast
of foliage.
It · is
found native from
northern New Eng
l and,- west to M i n
nesota, north to H ud
son Bay and north
west to the Rocky
mountains. It attains
a h eight of 40 to 60
feet and a diameter
of 2 to 4 feet.
This pine has been
fom: d well adapted
to open exposure.
A plantation m ade
at this Station m
1 898 is shown i n
plates 5 a n d 6. This

j

P late No . 2.

Showing several whorls on new growth of the Jack Pine .

plantation had the full benefit of unobstructed windsweep
Thi s is some di stance re
on all sides except · the south .
moved so it is safe to say that, thi s tree i s well adapted to
prairie planting and that at some di stance.
These trees
were received from Carlton in northwestern Minnesota. In
thi s region it i s found as one goes westward long after the
White pine ceases, showing that it i s more of a western
prairie tree. While of rapid g rowth and hence desirable for
wind breaks, it can scarcel y be recommended for its
beauty, owing to its somewh at open ha.bit of growth and
stiffness of the branches and the peculiar cast of foliage.
The Bl ack Hills pine and the Jack pine are the two . h ardi
est evergr�ens for the Dakotas as both endure open exposure
and dry season s.
C. W. Gurney, Yank ton, S. D. , writes: "Jack or Gray
pine i s also a very valuable fast growing tree, but, like th e
cedars, turns to a yellowish green or brown in winter."
A. Norby, Madison, S. D., writes: "The - Jack pin e i s
hard y and of rapid growth, but is not at home on my soil.
It grows straggling and has a sickly yellowish color. On
very sandy soils it i s said to be a good tree. "
W hite Pine. ,
White Pin e. (Pinus Strobus, Linn.). Leaves, five in a
sheath, about four inches l ong. W hite pine_ i s found native
in Canada from N ewfoundland to M anitoba, and in th e N ew
England states westward to Min_nesota where it i s common
through the northern half of the state. .It is not found i n
the western and southwestern parts of Minnesota. It s south
east extension is along the Alleghanies to Georgia. A beauti
ful and statel y evergreen of rapid growth. in regions where
i t is at home, attaining a height of 1: 50 feet and a diameter
of 4 feet.
Extended trials by many planters have demonstrated that
the White pi ne i s not at home on exposed prairies. If planted
at all it· should be 'where well sheltered by. hardier trees.
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A. Norby, Madison, S. D. , reports in F�b., 1907, on White
pines eighteen years planted :
''The noble timber tree of
the northern forest, the White Pine, is not considered safe
in exposed places in this state, being a native of a more
bu.mid section. Still, I. have some nice specimens r 5 to r 8
feet, thrifty and vigorous, standing in a sheltered place. It
is the prettiest of pines. "
Red Pine.
Red Pine. ( Pinus resinosa, Ait.) . Leaves about six
inches long, two in a sheath. Al so called the Norway pine,
but this is a lumberman's term; it is purely an American
species and is not a native of Europe. Native from New
foundland and N ew England westward to Manitoba and
Minnesota. A handsome ornamental tree of vigorous growth,
attaining a height of 70 feet and a diameter of two feet.
In
open exposure at this Station the Red pine has not proved
long-lived, which is the general experience with it. However,
it endures prairie conditions better than the White pine. It
is not a common pine in the nurseries which may account
.
for the limited experience with it.
A. Norby, Madison, S. D., reports his r 8 years test as fol
lbws : . " The Red pine is also a native of our northern for
ests, and by some thought valuable for prairie planting, but
here it is not equal to our test winters, when young at least,
and should be planted with caution. "
Limber Pine.
Limber Pine. ( Pinus jlexilis, James).
Also called
Western White Pine, is a tree attaining a height of 50 feet;
leaves, five in a sheath like those of the common White pine.
It is a native of the Rocky Mountains from Alberta, Canada,
to Arizona. It is rare in cultivation and of slow growth. A.
Norby, of Madison, S. D., has tested it the past eight years
and reports it hardy but not as pretty a tree as the common
White pine.
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S cot ch Pine.
Scotch Pine . (Pinus sylvestris , Linn. ). This is the
common timber pine throughout northern Europe and ex
tends far into Siberia. Leaves, two in a sheath, one and
o ne-half to t\YO inches long, bluish-green, somewhat twisted.
The seed is very plentif_ul and cheap, being picked up as a
waste product mainly in western Europe but occasionally
seed is gathered further east on the Eurasian continent
which furnishes hardier trees. A s ordinarily obtained the
seed i� from the_ mild, moist climate of western Europe . ·a nd
from dwarf, scrubby trees on poor land. The Scotch pine
has been planted more extensively than any 0th.er evergreen
in the prairie northwest, and is popular for it� rapid growth
when young. However, it becomes open in habit when old_.
It often begins to �ail when about twenty" rears old and when
on dry soil is apt to die out soon after when it should be at
taining st�teliness and beauty. ppon moist soiJs and shelt
ered localities it lasts longer. Upon the grounds · of this
Station, the Scotch pine has been planted to a considerable
extent. Those in shelter of deciduous trees planted in 1 888
show no signs of failing, _while those in exp�sed situations
on the lawn, with no protection from the windsweep, an�
showing marks of the �evere te?t.
In government forestry planting in Russia, great differ
ence has been found in the Scotch pine from various local
ities. Trees grown from seed obtained in France and Ger
ma�y, are greatly inferior _in hardiness and vigor and
rapidity of growth to trees grown from North Russia and
Siberian seed. The same difference has been observed in the
Norway spruce. Hence great care is now · taken to have the
seed gathered from the erect-growing giants of the forest
instead of from low scrubby specimens. Our present com
mercial system of securing tree-seeds is not calculated to fur
nish the most desirable variety.
C. W. Gurney, Yankton, S. D . , who has worked with
evergreens for forty years in Iowa, northern Nebraska and
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South Dakota, writes: "For a quick grove, a tree that trans
plants easily, use the Scotch pine. The only objection is
that it is not as long-lived as some of the others. This is true.
Adjoining my place on the north is a grove of Scotch pine
planted i n 1 8 7 2. Perhaps seventy-five trees. The largest
girth is sixty-nine inches and the average would not be less
than fiftv. In the winter of 1 8 98-9 an these trees wer� more
or less injured, but none died, and all but three seem to have
. fully recovered. I would rather have a grove of ponderosa,
but it would take longer and take more trees to make it, . as
it is a more upright grower, and the safety in transplanting
is in favor of the Scotch pine."
H. C. Warner, Forestburg, S. D., writes : "The Scotch
pine is doing well in this .county but is not equal to the
Austrian pine."
A. Norby, Madison, S. D. , who has tested the Scotch pine
twenty years, writes: "The Scotch pine has several good
qualities. It is cheap, transplants readily, grows fast in the
start and shows up well. But the branches are brittle, it
leans over to the north and dies comparatively young.- "
Austrian Pine.
Austrian Pine.
(Pinus Laricio, var. A ustriaca,
Endl.). A native of Austria and of southern and central
Europe. Leaves, two in a sheath, rigid, four to six inches
long. The dark. green color of the foliage and regular outline
are characteristic. Prof. S. B. Green reports the Austrian
pine as very desirable for planting in Minnesota, being
"rather longer lived and perhaps hardier than the Scotch
.
pine." Upon the South Dakota Station gro unds at Brook
ings the Austrian pine in open exposure browns its leaves in
winter much more than the Scotch pine although it recovers
during the summer. Eventually both will probably be re
placed by our native pines better adapted to our climate.
H. C. Warner, Forestburg, S. D. , writes:
"The Austrian

' r8r
pine is the best of the pine family that has been thoroughly
tested. It is a very rapid grower and holds its color well."
A. Norby, Madison, S. D., from trees planted in 1 892 re
ports: "The Austrian pine is much like the Pinus _ponderosa
in appearance, having very long leaves, also makes about the
same rate of growth, but it is much more liable to be injured
during the latter part of winter and show brown leaves. It
however, holds on well after being well established."
Geo. H. Whiting, Yankton, S. D ., finds that "the foliage
of Austrian pine sunburns considerably when the trees are
small but endures it better when the trees get larger.
Rather handsome and fine formed. A much better and more
lasting tree than the Scotch."

Dwarf Mountain Pine.
Dwarf Mountai n Pi n e. (Pinus
montana, var.
pumilio, Willk.). This is an attractive shrub or dwarf tree
of dense habit, usually not over three or four feet in height
and some times attaining a height of ten or twelve feet. A
dwarf variety of the Swiss Mountain Pine, native of the
mountains of central Europe . . Leaves two in a sheath. The
plants vary considerably in size and habit. This species has
been divi<led into three sub-species, based on the cones: var.,
uncinata; var., pumilio,· var., · mughus. It . is extremely
hardy and should receive attention for ornamental planting,
either for single specimens in front of larger evergreens or
for low hedges. In Europe it is found desirable for planting
on sand-dunes, ·serying as a soil-binder. Prof. J. L. Budd,
many years ago planted about 200 Dwarf Mountain pines
upon the grounds of the Horticultural Department grounds
of the Iowa A gricultural College. The present writer has a
lively recollection of the great variation in size and habit in
this plantation, some being very dwarf, low and spreading
while others were of the erect, compact habit, though all
were dwarf.
H. C. Warner, Forestburg, S. D., writes : "The Dwarf
Mountain Pme is hardy and fine among shrubs."
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A. Norby, Madison, S. D., writes: "The Dwarf Mountain
Pine as I have it, is hardy but grows up too high for a dwarf
and is not compact enough. There may be better strains. "
The Spruces.

The spruces are distinguished from the pines by having
the leaves arranged one in a place and pointing outward all
around the t�ig, like the spokes of the wheel. In the pines
the needles are arranged in clusters or sheathes, from two to
five in a sheath, depending upon the variety. As a class,
the spruces are much slower in growth than the pines and
must be considered more from the ornamental standpoint.
The chief beauty about the spruce is its perfectly symmetri
cal habit of growth, forming a cone, thus making it attractive
from the time it is a foot high. Some might object to this
primness and sedateness of habit but a well developed spruce
tree standing in the open where it has a chance for proper
development must be regarded as a jewel among tree;; to be
sheltered from all enemies.
Of these dogs are the worst,
.
especially while the tree is young. Dogs, by the way, are
very destructive to young evergreens on the lawn and should
be kept at a distance while the trees are young, by a low bar
rier of poultry netting. Dog urine kills the foliage and
causes the death of young trees.
Norway Spruce.

Norway Spruce. ( Pz"cea excelsa, Link. ). Native of
northern Europe and ranging eastward into Siberia, merging
gradually into Pz"cea obovata, Ledeb. (Picea e�celsa, var.
obovata, Koch.)
This is distinguished by the absence
of bloom, the leaves being plain green, and by the large
cones which are from . 5 to 7 inches long.
It is the
most common spruce in the nurseries, the seed being easily
obtainable from western Europe. It is a hardy, beautiful
and popular tree in the eastern states but does not enjoy the

dry .air of the western plains. There are some fair specimens
on the lawns of Brookings and it has done well in the shelter
of the forest plats at this Station, but it does not enjoy open
exposure. The general experience is that there are other
evergreens better adapted to prairie air.
One of the most rapid in growth of the spruces in regions
adapted to its best development.
Upon my first trip to
Russia in 1 894 I le?'rned that the Russian foresters had found
that the Norway spruce of Germany, France and west Eur
ope in general, was much inferior for planting on Russian
steppes to Norway spruce as found native in European
Russia and in Siberia although botanically the same.
This
illustrates the point that botanical names are sometimes in
adequate for the horticulturist. This observation was con
firmed while visiting Russia in 1 897 and again \n 1 906 as
agricultural explorer for the U. S. Department of Agriculture.
A small amount of Russian seed of Norway spruce was ob
tained in 1 897 but circumstances did not permit the carrying
out the details of the experiment. Until our present system
of seed-gathering is changed and for various other reasons,
it will be difficult to test this matter i n a commercial way.
If we do our duty in the way of gathering the seed of Col
orado Blue. spruce there will be no especial need for this as
our native Rocky Mountain tree is unexcelled for its beauty.
H. C. Warner, Forestburg, S. D., writes : "Norway spruce
planted twenty years ago burned badly and failed."
Geo. . H. Whiting, Yankton, S. D., writes :
\(Norway
formed
and
strong
growing
is
a
very
finely
spruce
tree, and,
where the climate is congenial to it, one of the most valuable
sorts. It is not quite at home in this section. "
C. . W. Gurney, Yankton, S. D., writes : " Norway spruce
will be of but little value in .most parts of the state, but ans
wers a good purpose in the southern counties."
A. Norby, Madison, S. D., Feb. 1 5, 1 907, writes : "The
writer set out the first evergreens here in Lake county
in the spring of 1 885 (roo Norway spruce seedlings.). Most

of them started, �ut kept diminishing in number until the
trying winter of . 1 894-5 finished the last one. Already, then,
pines and spruces had been planted throughout this section,
but only with the general poor results, and the opinion was
that evergreens would not grow in our state. . In j�stice' to
this species it must be stated that there are some fairly good
specimens in this vicinity now over t_wenty years old, but be
ing a native of the moist climate of western Europe, it is _
much more liable to turn brown in the latter part of the win
ter by the action of the sun, and sometimes kills out entirely
·
when small. "
------

White Spruce.
White Spruce. (Picea alba, Link; P. Canadensis, Britt,
Sterns & Pogg. ). Native from Maine to Minnesota northward
to Hudson Bay; also found from the Black Hills, northwest
ward to British Columbia and Alaska. The leaves are one
half to one inch long, resembling those of Norway spruce,
but covered with a white bloom, especially in thrifty speci
mens. Cones are from one to one and one-half to two inches
in length, falling daring the first winter following their
grow th. One of the most valuable of ornamental evergreens
owing to the perfect conical shape. The growth is too slow,
as are all other spruces, to consider them from other than
the ornamental standpoint. As received from Wisconsin
the White spruce has proven very hardy at this Station. The
abundant fibrous roots .make them easy to transplant.
H. C. Warner, Fprestburg, S. D., April 1 9, 1 907, reports
the White spruce as being hardy and desirable.
A. Norby, Madison, S. D., reports as the result of twenty
years' experience : "The White spruce generally devel'ops
into nj ce perfect specimens here. It withstands the vicissi
tudes of our climate better than the Norway and is very use
ful for windbreaks and ornaments. "
The Black Hills Spruce.
This is the White spruce as found in the Black Hills of
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South Dakota. Some notes have already been given on a
preceding page on the native pine and spruce of this region.
The following additional reports will be of interest. :
White Spruce. (Pz"cea Canadensis, (Mill. ) B. S. P.). Prof.
Thomas A. Williams wrote in May, 1 895, concerning the
White spruce : ''A handsome tree of large size growing on
the higher hills in the Black Hills region. A valuable tree
for forest planting. The occurrence of this tree · in this
region afford an interesting problem in the geographical dis
tribution of plants. This is the Picea alba of Gray's Manual. "
A. Norby, Madison, S. D. , writes concerning specimens i�
1 89 2 : "The Black Hills spruce is more compact and a little
slower in growth, but also hardier, more uniform in shape,
less hurt by drouth, . and, as ornamental specimens, ranks
second only to the best Blue spruce or Silver fir. It is superior
to any of the eastern or exotic conifers, and deserves of being
largely planted. It also transplants readily. "
C. W. Gurney, Yankton, S. D., writes : "The Black Hil l s
spruce i s a slow grower, but when established has n o super
ior for hardiness and utility. "
H. C. Warner, Forestburg, S. D. , writes :
"The Black
Hills spruce is a slow compact grower that should find a
p}ace on every lawn. "
The Silvery Black Hills Spruce. A s found m the
Black Hills, some specimens of the Black Hills spruce are
decidedly blue or silvery in color. . These of course, are
more valued as lawn specimens than the ordinary green ones
and as our horticulture gets older these blue 'Specimens will
be highly prized and more generally propagated.
Black Spruce.

Black Spruce. (Picea nzgra, Link; P. Mariana, (Mill.) B.
S. P.). Native of the northeastern United States, we_stward into
Minnesota and far north into Canada. The leaves are about
one-half inch in length, bark of young shoots reddish. The
cones hang on a num her of years and soon become black

Plate 3. -General view of forestry plantations at the South Dakota Experi
ment Station .
evergreen .

These comprise many kinds of trees, deciduous and

Plate 4:.-Red Cedar hedge at the home of E. D. Cowles, Vermillion, S. D .

P late 5 . -Jack Pine plantation, ten years old, at the South Dakota Experiment Station , Brvokings.

· Plate 6 .-Another view of the Jack Pines shown in Plate 5.

Several Scotch Pine are scattered along the edges.

P late 7 . -In L ake County. A shelter belt of Black Hills Pine, twenty
feet h ig h , at the home of A. Norby, Madison , S. D .

P la te 8 . -Young orchard and s helter belt at the home of N . 0. P .
S y noground , Groton , S . D. , showin g the results that can b e obtained
on the open prairies of Brown coun ty , a few miles from the North
Dakota line. The l ight colored trees at the right are Russian Olive .
In the shelter of such a plantation evergreens will do especiall y well ,
as the lessened wind sweep reduces the excessive transpiration and
evaporation.

Plate 9.-Colorado Bl ue Spruce i n foreground on left side ; White Spruce
in center of back ground . Black Hills Pine in foreground o n ri ght.
At tb e home of A. Norby , Madison , S. D .

Plate 10.-Colorado Blue Spruce at the home of A. Norby,
Madison , S. D.

Plate 1 1 .-Black Hills Pines sheltering an apple orchard at the home of
A. Norby, Madison, S. D.
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Plate 1 2 .-Some fine Red Cedars at the home of Horace Fishback , Brookings, S. D.

P late 1 3 . -Scotch Pine and European White Birch at th� South Dakota
Experiment Station. These two trees are good neighbors.

P l ate 14.-Black H i l ls Pines and H ibernal apple trees at the home of A .
Norby, Madison , S . D . T hese apple trees show the crop o f 1 906 ; set
eight years ago at three years of age ; have been early and heavy
biennial bearers.

Plate 1 5 .-The chief beauty of the Colorado Blue Spruce is the striking
contrast between the vivid silver blue foliage and the dark green of
other trees. This is especially the case j ust when the new growth has
been formed for the season. A .remarkable photograph of a specimen
at the home of A. Norby, Madison, S. D.

Plate 16. -Deciduous Plants for Sno wtraps . ( r . ) Hedge of Siberian
Sandthorn at the South Dakota Experiment Station , 1905 . This is
Hippophae rhamnoides as found native at Irkutsk , Siberia. The Si
berian Sandthorn is n ot a conifer but might serve a useful purpose as
a hedge for the outer protecting row of a snow-trap.

Plate 1 7 . -Deciduous Plants for Snowtraps. (2 . ) A - hedge of Niobe weep
ing willow at the South Dakota Experiment Station . Of promise not only
for ornamental pu rposes but for windbreaks owing to the rapid growth and
long limbs which hang down and serve to check surface windsweep.

P late 18.-Deciduous Plants for Snowtraps. ( 3 . ) Ten-year-old hedge of
Buckhorn ( Rhamnus cathartica , L. ) at the South Dakota Experi
m ent Station , Brookings. This hedge has never been trimmed .

Black H ills Pine.
Jack Pine.
Pfa te 1 0.
Plates 19-25 are all from photographs of natural size specimens grown at the South Dakota Experiment Station.

Austrian Pine.

P late 20.

Scotch· Pine.

Colorado Blue or Silver Spruce.

Plate 2 1 .

White or Concolor Fir.

Black Hills Spruce.

P late 22.

White Spruce.

Douglas Spruce.

P late 23.

Balsam Fir.

Siberian Larch.

Plate 24 .

European Larch.

Red Cedar.

Plate 25,

Arbor Vitae.
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and unsightly. The tree also loses its lo we r b ranches early,
a nd becomes fhin and open and ha� proven itself short-lived ,
in prairie plant ing. Nurserymen genera�ly do not a im to
propagate this tree but it is often found as a mixture in
W hite spruce as the y are d ifficult to detect when the young
seedl ings are dug from t he forest Hence some prefe r to
raise White spruce from seed.
A. Norby, Madison , S . D., writes : " The Black spruce I
got for W hite spruce some eighteen ye ars ago. When about
eighteen feet high t hey were leaning o ver to the nort h and
looked ragged. All are no w gone.''
Colorado Blue Spruce.,

Colorado Blue Spruce. Silver Spruce.
(Picea
pungens, Engelm ; Picea Parryana, Barron .). T his is gene r
ally ackno wledged in Europe as well as A merica to be the
most beautiful of all spruces and indeed one of the most orna 
mental of the whole conifer family. It is found native in
t he mounta ins of W yoming, Colorado and Utah. It attains
large -·size in exposed situat ion s in it s ' nat ive home.
T he seedlings vary greatly in color, varying from d ark green
to light silvery blue. The blue specimen s are much higher in
price and have become very popular in Eu.rope , where selected
blue varieties are propagated b y graft ing on Norwa y spruce
seedl ings. These selected blue specimens have in Europe
been named Pz'cea pungens glauca and Picea pungens argentea.
Grafting is re sorted to because t he blue t rees do not come
true to seed. So fa r in America, at least in the westerri
state s, we cont ent ourselves b y digging up t he young seed
l ings upon the mountains of Col orado and by raising seed
lings from seed gathered from the best blue trees, a fair per
ce nt of which will give blue seedlings. The green-leaved
specimens are also worthy of plant ing, but have not the peer
less bea�ty of the silvery specimens which appear as though
d ipped in a bath of molten . sil ver, especiall y when the young
gro wt h has just formed for the season . At that time , in fact,
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many have considered it the most beautiful of all evergreens.
In the gathering of Colorado Blue spruce and other Rocky
Mountain evergreens it is highly desira ble that they be
gathered as far east as possible , as they will be better adapted
to prairie conditions than those developed on the Pacific
slope side of the mountains, where much more favorable
climatic conditions obtain.
H. C. Warner, Foresthurg, S. D., writes : "Too much can
not be said in favor of the Blue spruce. It is hardy,
handsome and an orna ment to the finest la wn in the state."
C. W. Gurney, Yankton, S. D., writes : " Blue spruce
or Picea pungens is the most be autiful of all and is- easily
transplanted and as hardy as any."
A. Norby, Madison, S. D., writes concerning trees grown
from seed gathered in Colorado and planted in the spring of
1 887 : "For hardiness, general adaptation and ornamental
qualities, the Colorado Blue spruce stands at the head of the
list of all conifers tried here. Never have I lost one from
any climatic cause. Only a small per cent take on the
silvery color so much sought for, but an are certainly beauti
ful in contour and color."
Engelmann Spruce.

Engelmann Spruce. (Picea Engelmanni, Engelm.).
Native of the Rocky Mountains from Arizona to British
Columbia but found mainly in high elevations. This re
sembles the Colorado Blue 'spruce except that the needles
are much softer. As received fro m the mountains the t wo
species are sometimes !llixed. They are readily distinguished
by seizing hold of a young branch ; the needle-like pointed
leaves of the Blue spruce will quickly make the mselves felt.
The Engelmann spruce has not been given extensive trial
as it has been overshado wed by its more popular neighbor, the
Blue spruce. A f e w specimens received among Blue spruce
from Colorado have, ho wever , not proven the mselves super
ior in any way so that the Colorado Blue spruce will no
doubt retain its lead.
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A . Norby, Madison, S. D ., writes : ' 'I have had the Engle
mann spruce about fifteen years. It is the slowest g rower
of all the spruces. Compact and fairl y hardy. I consider it
of little value. ''
Douglas Spruce.
Douglas Spruce.
(Pseudotsuga Douglasiz",
Carr;
Pseudotsuga taxifolia, Poir. Br.). This is also called Douglas
Fir. Pseudotsuga means false Hemlock. This is a tree in
termediate between the Firs and the Hemlock. Leaves are
about one inch long, with a distinct petiole or stalk.
The
distinguishing characteristic of th� tree is the pointed red
buds. Native from Mexico and Texas through the Rocky
Mountains to California and British Columbia. In Oregon
it attains a height of 300 feet. This is one of our most im
portant A merican forest trees. _ It is a beautiful and grace
ful ornamental tree and is attracting the attention of Eur
opean foresters owing to its rapid growth. Prof. S. B. Green,
writes in "Forestry in Minnesota, " "The Dougl as spruce is
a fine ornamental tree of graceful proportions, good color,
rapid growth and wonderful hardiness. Probabl y one of the
most valuable evergreens for general planting in Minnesota,
and apparently . destined to partly supercede the White and
Norway spruce for this purpose . It is also the most promis
ing foreign tree for sowing on the cut-over timber lands of
this section, and shoul d be largely experimented with for
this purpose. "
Ten years ago a considerabl e number of Douglas spruce
from Colorado were planted at the South Dakota Experiment
Station . They proved to be of rapid growth but of uncertain
hardiness, the branches frequently killing back in winter or
having the leaves much reddened at the close of the winter.
In spite of this repeated killing-back they gain year by year,
but as a whole they can not be considered an unqualified .
success. At their side the White spruce proved entirely
hardy. It is probable that much depends upon the source of
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t he seed. Se veral specimens received from Ka1ispell, �on
tana, have done quite well but they were not in open expo
sure. There is opportunity here for careful e xperimenting
with th e hardiness of t he Douglas spruce as received from
various regions.
H. C. Warne r, Forestburg, S. D., writes: "While my
specimens of Douglas spruce are young there a_ re some very
fine t rees of this variety i n the county."
A. Norby, Madison, S . D., reports as folio ws on trees gro wn
from seed gathered in Colorado a nd planted i n t he spring of
1 887 : "Another valuable tree from the Rockies is t he
Douglas spruce or fir. As grown here from Colorado seed s, or
collected on this slope of t he Rocky mountains, it sta nds
well, keeping its fresh, green color w ell duri ng the wi nter.
No spruce or fir takes on a more graceful form t han t his, and
none will likely retain their beauty for a longer ti me. The
Dougla s spru e � is t he great timber tree of Wa shington and
Oregon."
Hemlock.

Hemlock. ( Tsuga Canadensis, Carr.) . Native from
Min nesota . to Nova Scotia and southward along the Al
leghany Mountains_. One of the most graceful of the ever
g reens, with small flat leaves one half inch in length wit h
short stalks. A favorite ornamental tree i n eastern states.
A single specimen on t he la wn or a sheared hedge sho w the
ornamental possibilities of the hemlock. The result of many
t rials on the open prairies sho ws that it is not adapted to the
prairie north west. Too many of the pla nts fail in the early
years for profit to the nurseryma n and even olde r specimens
ha ve their leaves sunburned. The hemlock does not endure
drouth a nd is injured by cold winds. In extreme eastern
Mi nnesota, where well protected and in moist soil, it has
done well.
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The Firs.

Among the firs we find some species of great value for
ornamental purposes. Of the two species mentioned in this
bulletin, the western species is of much more promise. The
leaves of the firs are arranged singly as in the spruces, but
are flat instead of rounded as in the case of the spruce.

Balsam Fir.

Balsam Fir. (A b£es balsamea, (L) Mill.). Native from
Virginia to Labrador northwestward to Iowa, Minnesota,
Hudson Bay and the Rocky Mountains. In Minnesota it
is found chiefly in the northeastern part of the state.
This tree is a native of swamps and damp woods, preferring
a moist soil. A beautiful ornamental tree of conical habit
with dark green leaves one inch long, whi6sh on the under
side, divided by the green midrib. The needles leave a
round scar upon removal. The main trunk is marked by
the blisters containing balsam used in medicine.
The Balsam fir from Wisconsin has proven of slow
growth even in sheltered situations at this Station. The
general experience upon open prairies with the eastern
Balsam fir is not favorable. The leaves are inclined to
redden and sunbu·rn. It should be sparingly planted if at
all, and in sheltered positions.
C. W. Gurney, Yankton, S. D., writes : "Balsam fir will
be of but little value in most parts of the state, but answers
a good purpose in the southern counties. "
H. C. Warner, Forestburg, S. D., writes: "The Balsam
fir is short-lived so far."
A. Norby,· Madison, S. D., reports as follows on Balsam
fir planted twenty years : "Of the less desirabl e kinds to
plant in this section may be mentioned the common Balsam
fir. True, it is fafrly hardy and does quite well while
young, but it soon loses its vitality and shows dead top
and branches after a trying season."
A. Norby, Madison, S. D., writes concerning the Rocky
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Mountain form of the species : "A very pretty tree. No
evergreen excels it in beauty when the ne w growth is un
foldi ng. Of more compact habit than · the eastern balsam.
Leaves co me all around the branch. It has proved hardy."
White Fir.
White Fir. (Abies concolor, Lindl. & Gord.). This is
also called Concolor or Silver fir. N ative of the Rocky
Mountains fr om Ar izona. and Ne w Mexico to Colorado, Cali
forni a an·d Oregon. It is a worthy companion to the Co1orado Blue spruce and is . becoming more popular as it
becomes better kno wn. The leaves are p ale silvery green,
one to t wo and one-half inches long. The Silver fir has
stood se veral years at Brookings in open · exposure, without
injury and is a beautiful orn amental tree for the lawn.
Ho wever, it cannot be said that its hardiness is fully estab
lished. Its scarcity in the nurseries has prevented exte nsive
trial.
A. Norby, Madison, S. D., reports as follows on speci
mens planted in the spr ing of 1892 : "In well sheltered
pl aces, the Silver fir of Colorado c an be gro wn in this lati
tude. It is a grand and beautiful evergreen, but is often
injured in our se verest winters, e ven after se �eral feet high."
H. C. Warner , Forestburg, S. D., reports : "The Con
color fir is doing well. "
R ed Cedar.
Red Cedar . (Ju niperus Virginiana, Linn.) N ative
from Florida to Ne w Brunswick west to Te xas, Nebraska,
South Dakota and North Dakota. The seeds of the Juni
pers are in bl ue, berry-like cones This waxy layer prevents
germi nation the first year. A v aluable ornamental tree,
slo w of growth at le ast in the earl y ye ars, but drought
resistant and hardy in exposed situations on the lawn or for
windbreaks in hedges. The great trouble with the Red
Cedar in culti vation in the north west, was the total disre-
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gard . of its variable hardiness. Into Iowa, for example,
many thousands of Red Cedars were shipped from Tennes
see. They could not be distinguished from the Red Cedar
found native in Iowa and Minnesota except that after a hard
winter the northern Red Cedar would be alive and the
southern trees would be dead or severely injured. This
fact of varying hardiness was not understood · in the early
days of our prairie horticulture. It is another illustration of the
essential fact that botanical names do not tell the whole
story. In recent years the Red Cedar as found native along
the Platte river of Nebraska was extensively collected and
grown by various nurserymen in Iowa and N ebraska. This
form has done reasonably well .in southern South Dakota.
For Dakota planters it would be better to gather the seed
from such places as along the bluffs of the Cheyenne river
west of the Missouri and other places in the state where
found native.
The "Cedar apples" found upon the Red Cedar is a fungus
which lives part of the time upon the Red Cedar, and part
of the tim_e upon the apple and its allies such as. Juneberry and
Hawthorn, where it forms orange colored spots on the
leaves. Two or three years ago an interesting case of this
was observed in a South Dakota nursery. The Red Cedar
hedges were badly infested with Cedar apples and the young
apple trees in the nursery row, especially the Wealthy, had
the foliage badly affected with the other stages of the fun
gus. The long tubes or horn-like projections from the
Cedar apples after a show.e r contain the spores which spread
to the apple foliage. This trouble is serious only at long
intervals but ea_ stern apple growers have long ago learned to
have no Cedar hedges near their orchards. The last four
or five years a nursery blight has also affected the Red
Cedar so that it has lost in popular fa'-:or with prairie
planters, and further developments are anxiously awaited.
C. W. Gurney, Yankton, S. D., writes :

"The Red cedar
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is also a slow grower, but we all know how hardy and valu
able it is."
H. C. Warner, Forestburg, S. D., writes: "The Red cedar
has always done well on my place and has so far escaped
the cedar gall. It makes a fine growth after becoming well
rooted."
A. Norby, Madison, S. D., reported February, 1 907, his
twenty years' experience with this tree as follows: "Our
native Red cedar has behaved peculiarly of late. Last
winter, 1 905-06, it killed out by the thousand in this
part of the state, almost any size from seedlings to six-foot
.I had
trees, no matter what source the seed came from.
little trees one to two feet, raised from seed collected near
Pierre that proved no better. Then there is a fungus
disease or blight attacking the small trees in the nursery,
killing them by the wholesale, in these wet seasons. I must
say, however, that I have some rows of thrifty cedars, now
1 8 to 20 feet high, making an excellent barrier against the
wind."
RED CEDAR. (Juniperus Virginiana, L.) . Prof. Thomas
A. Williams wrote in May, 1 905 : * "This cedar occurs as a
small or medium-size<l tree in the Sioux Valley, along the Mis
souri and its tributaries, and throughout the Black Hills.
As in the Creeping Juniper, the leaves are usually opposite
and of two sorts. The scale-like leaves are usually obtusely
pointed and the berries are on straight stalks and are only
about one-fourth of an inch in diameter.
"A pale or glaucous-leaved variety is _common along the
Cheyenne river. It is a much ·prettier tree than the com
mon form and would undoubtedly be valuable for an orna
mental tree."
Silver Cedar. This name is applied to the silvery
leaved Red cedar mentioned in the preceding paragraph.
�'Bulletin No. 43 , S. D. Exp. Sta.
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This var ie ty, as found in the Black H ills, is being brought
into cultivation by western nurser ymen . }J. C . Warner,
Forestburg, S. D., repor ts :
"THE SILVER CEDAR, (!unzperus scopulorum), is beauti
ful when the leaves hold their color, but often they lose that
sil ver green and then are no better than the Red cedar.''
A. Norby, Madison, S . D., writes : "The Silver cedar is a
good tree worthy of planting. "
R ED CEDARS FROM SEED. A number of inquiries have
been receive d a t this S tation from places along the M issour i
river and o ther r ivers in the state asking for information as
to the ra ising of Red cedars from seed. The correspondents
state that th ey have gathered seed from native trees in the
vic inity but have faile d i1:1 germinating th em. This is be
cause the waxy layer covering the seed . effectually prevents
access of mois ture. One way to remove this waxy layer is
to stratif y the seed one year before planting . By this is
meant that the berries, as soon as ga thered, are mixed w ith
sand in a small box such as crackers come in . This box
with holes in the bottom for drain age, is b �r ied just beneath
t he surface of the soil in a well drained spot with a mulch
o ver the soil to preven t drying out. The second spring fol
lo wing the seeds are planted .
Some nurserymen ha ve
learned the art of removing the wax or gum b y rubb ing .
with wood ashes, sharp sand or lye the first fall and
planting the following spring. Ho wever, the method is no t
recommended to amateurs .
Arborvitce.

Arborvitre. ( Thuya occzdentalis, Linn.). Nat ive from
North Carolina to Nova Scotia west to Illinois and eastern
M innesota, north to Lake Winn ipeg. In this region i t is
very common in s wamps and wet soils. The name White
cedar is often applie d to the Arbor vitce but this properly be
longs to another tree native far south.
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The A rborvitre has been planted extensively for evergreen
hedges as it endures severe trimming, keeps a bright green
color and retains its lower limbs. The general experience
with it on the dry open prairies is unfavorable as it is a sur
face-rooted tree . In the early days of the A gricultural Col
lege at Brooki�gs, a hedge of Arborvitre was planted along
the street on one side of the campus; only a few specimens
now remain. In places where abundant irrigation can be
given and there is no trace of alkali in the soil, an Arbor
vitre hedge can be maintained in good condition, but most
The
planters will find the task bey�nd their capacity.
Arborvitre transplants easily. If planted at all a well shel
tered situation and moist soil should be given if possible.
Under cultivation in the eastern states and in Europe many
varieties have appeared, such as the Siberian Arborvitre
(which is really American), the Pyramidal, the Golden, T9m
Thumb, and many more which are propagated from cuttings.
We have not tested these.
H. C. Warner, Forestburg, S. D., writes : "Three varieties
of Arborvitre were planted in 1 88 5 but the last passed a way
in three years."
A. Norby, Madison, S. D. , reports twenty years' experience
as follows: "The A rborvitre must be mentioned and warned
against as unreliable for plan ting. here."
C.
Gurney, Yankton, S. D. , writes :
"Arborvitre is a
very beautiful tree and does well right around Yankton;
probably would not stand in more northern latitudes."

yv.

C ommon Juniper.
Common J uni per. (Juniperus communis, Linn .). This
is also called Trailing or Dwarf juniper. One of the most
widely distributed conifers, being native across the conti
nent from Labrador to Alaska and in the Rocky Mountains to
Ariz�ma, and across northern and central Europe and Asia.
In Asia it ranges south into the Himalayas and India.
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The wide range of this species makes it va riable i n hard
iness as found in cultivation. It is a beautiful d warf orna
mental tree which endures seve re pruning and in formal
ga rdens of Europe is used in topiary work, such as globes,
vases, geometric figures, animals and matiy fantastic and
grotesque forms. Many varieties have appeared _ unde r cul 
t ivation in Europe , some of which are very d wa rf or of
compa ct habit. One of these, the Irish juniper, is not con
side red hardy in the north west. As ordinarily found in the
United States it is a densely foliaged sh rub three of four
feet in he ight and of spreading habit.· Occasionally it be
comes taller espe cia lly in its southern range.
H. C. Warner, Forestburg , S. D., writes : "The Tra iling
Junipe r, when given full sunshine is a beautiful lo w ever
green and worthy of a p lace on the lawn."
A . Norby, Madison, S. D., writes : "The Trailing Juniper
seems to do as wel l as the Silver Cedar."
THE BLACK H ILLS FORM OF THE T RAILING OR COM
MON · JUNIPER is attracting attention and is well worth
considering by prairie plante rs a s a d wa rf ornamental com
fer for the la wn :
COMMON JUNIPER. (Juniperus communis, L inn.). Prof.
Thomas A. Williams, formerly botanist of this Station, wrote
in May, 1 895 : ' 'A lo w spread ing evergreen with the rigid,
sharp-pointed leaves in whorls of three a nd about half an
in ch in length, and with. dark blue be rries about one-fourth
of an inch in diameter. Found in the Black Hills region at
Custer, and probably also occurring else where in the Hills." *
TRAILING JUNIPER. Geo. H. W hiting, Yankton , S. D.,
writes : "This is a native of the Black Hills ; of spread 
ing habit. In fact, it does not gro w up in t ree form, but
after it gets up t wo or three feet high lop s over 9n the
ground all around, and its growth only increases its breadth
and circumference. The te rminal branches are al ways in;�Bul. 43, South Dakota Exp. Sta.
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dined up ward , therefor e, if it is · tr immed in a round for m ,
it makes the most beautiful saucer-shaped specim en for the
la wn imaginab le. It also mak es one of the mos t delicate,
beautiful little hedges.1 '
Savin Juniper.
Savin Juni p er. (Junzperus Sabina, Linn.). The Savin
jun iper is a native of northern Europe, Asia and North
Amer ica. It is a d warf sp rnad ing shrub forming a mat of
dark green foriage three or four feet in height ; rarely taller ,
up to ten feet, with erect stem. The shrub spreads with age,
sometimes becoming twenty feet in diameter. An interest
ing shrub for single specimens on the la wn ; for d wa.rf hedges
or for conce3.ling the lo wer part of a stone wall or founda
tion. It is an exceedingly variable species with many
varieties and of varying degr ees of hardiness.
Th e ordinary Savin jun iper of th e nurseries , of unk no wn
origin , is doing well as a d warf edging or h edge border ing a
la wn walk at Brookings.
A. Norby, Madison , s." D., writes : "The Savin Juniper
is doing fairly well with me, bu t I see in Madison wher e
it has been planted for h edges that it dies out in spots."
H. C. Warner , Forestb urg, S. D., writes : "Th e Savin
Juniper, a lo w shrub, is hardy and doing well here."
THE NATIVE NORTH AM-ERICAN FORM OF THE TRAIL
ING JUNIPER. (!unzperus Sabina, var. prostrata, Loud.; or
J. Sabina, var. procumbens, Pursh.). Ranges from Nova
Scotia south to New York , west to British Columbia and
Wyoming. It is sometimes called Waukegan Juniper.
The native Black Hills form m er its especial attent ion from
Dakota planters where a d warf conif�r is needed. It is no w
being taken up by South Dakota nurseries. The t wo fol
lo wing reports a re of interest in this connection :
C REEP ING JUNIPER.
(fu niperus Sabina procumbens,
Pu rsh.) Prof. Thomas A. W ill iams wrote in May, 1 895:*
*Bulletin No. 43, S. D . Exp. Sta.
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" A prostrate or creepin g evergreen shrub with two sorts of
leaves, one awl-shaped and loose, the othet,: scale-l ike and
appressed; berries abou t one-third of an inch in diameter,
on short recurved stalks.
"This was fou n d in ravines at Pineau Hil l s, [about 95
miles west of Pierre, S. D., ] where it formed a thick mat over
the stirface of the ground. It was also sent from Westport.
It is an. excell ent thing for use along embankments and other
places likely to wash. The long, creeping stems are also
valuable as Christmas decorations."
Geo. H . Whiting, Yankton, S. D., writes:
"The Creep:.
ing Juniper is a prostrate or creeping evergreen �hrub similar
to the Trailing· Juniper, in habit of growth, but hugs the
ground closer. The leaves are awl-shaped, l oose and scale
l ike. Valuable for low hedging and covering steep hill sides.
Also valu able for a variety on the lawn."
The Larches.
The Larches belong to the conifers or cone-bearing trees.
H ence the·y are i ncluded in this discussion of evergreens al
though not evergreen in foliage, the l eaves falling in au
ttmm. In their summer condition they would be readil y cl as
sified with the evergreens. A ll the Larches have this m arked
peculiarty of requiring transplanting very earl y in the spring,
before the buds swell. Very few wil l live if the work is
delayed unti l after the buds start, hence it is necessary to
ship them earlier than other nursery stock unless they have
been kept back in the cellar. Of the Larches the A m erican,
European and Siberian have been tested at this Station.
There i� a western larch found from Montana· to British
Columbia which attains a l arge size; however, if seed were
obtained from the Pacific coast the chances are greatly
against their successful growth upon the open prairie. The
lumber of al l the l arches is valu able for many purposes.
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American L arch.
American Larch .
(Larzx Americana, Michx; L.
A lso called American larch, Tamarack or
Hackmatack.
The American larch is q.istinguished from the European
larch by the cones which are one-half to one inch long while
those of the European larch are about twice that size .
Native from the north Atlantic states westward to eastern
Minnesota and north to the Arctic circle. It g-rows on swamp .
land but attains its best development on land that is not too
wet. It is a tree -adapted to moist soil only. A number of
specimens of the American larch were tested at this Station
a few years ago in open exposure infermingled with Ameri
can Aspen, where they made a fair growth for several years
until it became necessary to clear the plat.
The growth,
however, was too slow and slender for the tree to be re
garded as of value for the prairie planter
larzc-ina, Koch.).

European Larch.
European Larch. ( Larzx daidua, Mill, DC.; L.
Native of northern Europe and the Alps of
central Europe. A graceful lawn tree attaining large size
on moist soil in its native home.
It has been largely
planted in eastern states for profit and ornament . There are
some excellent plantations of this tree in northern Iowa.
For all purposes it is regarded superior to the American
larch as it does better on dry land. But the general exper
ience with it on northwestern prairies is unfavorable.
A
moist soil and sheltered locality are necessary for the best
results. Only a small proportion of those originally planted
at this Station are standing. It is subject here to injury of
the new growth from late frosts.
Geo. H. Whiting, Yankton, S. D., writes that the Eur
opean larch "is a very graceful lawn tree, but this is about
the northwestern limit of its hardiness . "

Europaea, DC. ).
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S iberian Larch.
Siberian Larch. (Larzx Sibirica, Loud ; L. Europaea
Rossica, Regel.). Some authorities consider t his to be a sub
species 9f European l�rch but it appears best to consider it as
a distinct species. While visiting Russia as agricultural ex
plorer for the U. S. Department of Agriculture, in 1 897, the
present writer learned that in the extensive government
forestry planting on the dry steppes, the Siberian larch had
proven much superior to the European larch in erect habit of
growth and general adaptation to steppe conditions. An
effort was made to obtain a large q aantity of the seed which
succeeded by the courtesy �nd k ind co-ope�ation of the Rus
sian Bureau of For estry at St. Petersburg. In hands of an
eastern propagator, no success was h<;1.d with raising the
young plants although the seed was good and germinated
freely. Since then there has been no occasion to test the
matter again. A fe w seedlings were also obtained, t wo of
wh ich were plante d upon the grounds of this Station. They
ha ve proved perfectly hardy so far, in open exposure. So
far a s I kno w they are the only specimens in the state.
When the opportunity permits I will try to secure some
more -of the seed , a s there is a place for a good, hardy larch
upon the prairies of the north west.
Maidenhair Tree.
Maidenhair Tree. ( Ginkgo biloba, Linn ; Salisburia
adiantifolia, Smith). Also called Gin kgo or Ke w tree. An
interesting native tree of Japan and China, with leaves t wo
inches or more in diameter and resembling in outline the
leaf of Maiden-Hair fern. This is a true conifer but the
leaves fall in a utumn. Several specimens of this tree were
planted at t his Station but did not prove hardy.
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P late 26. It is when snow comes that we most appreciate the g reen
foliage and cheerful beauty of evergreens. The above cut shows Jack pine
( at left ) , Norway spruce ( center ) , and Scotch pine ( back of center) , in winter
condition at the South Dakota Experiment Station .

Summary.
r. With proper care as to methods and v3.rieties, South
Dakota planters can grow evergreens with success upon our
most exposed prairies.
2. Some of our hardiest and best native American ever
greens have been greatly neglected for European varieties
less desirable for prairie conditions.
Special attention is
directed to the native South Dakota evergreens.
3. Hardiness means ability to resist not only cold, but
heat, windsweep and ail other factors of climate. Much
depends on the original source of the seed. Attempting to
acclimate a mild climate evergreen to northwestern prairies
is useless, as acclimation is a work that naturn takes thousands of years to complete. It is best to take advantage of
nature's work by selecting varieties already adaptecl. to
pra irie conditions.

